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Ffxiv gathering food vendor

The Shadow Bringers have been updated! Level up botany at speed 01 to 80! Recommend Mavs? Botany items? Stop wasting time! Get your botanicals! 403 ISSUE: I tried something, hoping to alleviate this issue for the affected users. Please let me know if it helped! - Mahiko Hope SanBTN Exfoliation Navigation Guide: [01-15] | [16-35]
| [36-50] | [50-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] Botanist L70 to 80 – First Step, Well, Well... So you did it! The layer of Shadowbringers is unusually friendly, so there's something to look forward to. Let's go! Before we go any further, stock up on some things! Every journey is incompatisted without supplies - and the botanist's guidance to 80 is no
exception. The L70 botanist for L71As always, we begin our botanical spasm journey with a new layer blessed by the terrifying dead zone.  But don't worry, Mahiko San has been watching you! I also recommend you read each passage, (for example read this passage of text then level to 71 and so on)L70 to L71 - the dead zone, and
why? Random Equipment Levels: I can't tell what kind of equipment you enter Shadowbringers with so I can't make general recommendations. You're very likely wearing some pretty sub-optimal equipment. There's not much grind! There is only one new item available for you to grind/farm (so un exciting...), so pepper overnight in Aque
araang. You also have one new unsynthy node (which happens to be collectable to you which you likely can't process). Levequests are the key to escaping the BTN L70-L71 dead zone! BTN L70 Levequests &amp; RecommendationLevelBTN LevequestType &amp; NoteMap70Home is where Heart IsMerchant4 Junction Assessment
(Great!!!!) Kholusia70 Ground SpiceArcher8 Junction Assessment (Still Great!) Kholusia70 Herbs FilterHe-man Collect 40 (Junk)KholusiaBTN L70 to 71 – Other EXP Sources Alongside Levequests, What else can you do to push through the dead zone? Open Crystarium Shipments (Class Quest)Shadowbringers gives us Crystarium
shipments, which should not be compared with older custom delivery systems. It's basically joint status missions. For a botanist, that means opening up the face of Gathering.A a lot of reminders and things to do here, but ultimately Levequests are the main source of EXP to emerge from the dead zone, supported by GC submits &amp;
Quest Class.New Skill @71 - SticklerStickler is a pretty cool skill, but there are very few applications peeling up. Stickler's main use case seems quite niche – I'm out of the GP, but will sacrifice a convergence attempt to push my rating a little higher. Botanist L71 to L72Quite a little bit going on here so read! First and foremost, upgrading
equipment is much needed! So you can finally experience collectibles for DAT SWEET XP. Botanical L71 gear update: Critical! L71 Botanist Gear Equipment UpdatesBTN L71+ Equipment UpdateInstalled ICheap Meld IIMain HandHQ DeephQ Deepgold hatchetAny (Spiritbond)–Off HandHQ Deepgold ScytheAny VAny Discovery
Collecting Turban (Spiritbond)ChestHQ Brightline Pickup JacketGuile VAny (Spiritbond)HandsHQ Gloves Smilodonskin's Collecting VAny (Spiritbond)BeltHQ Smilodonskin Survival BeltGillia V-LegsHQ Bright Bottom Of Collecting Gardon VBootsHQ Milidor Shoes Collection's VGuile VEarringHQ Smilodonskin Earrings V-ChokerHQ
Smilodonskin ChokerGuile V-WristHQ Smilodonskin BraceletGuile VI-RingHQ Smilodonskin RingGuile VI–RingHQ Smilodonskin RingGuile VI–With This Exact Equipment, You will be able to easily process collectibles now and you will have exactly 700 GP which is important for the next level... Botanist 71 – It's collectible time!70+ BTN
CollecatbleLMapAetheryteXYSlotTimeWhite Oak Branch70KholusiaWright1229310ETBroad beans71Il MhegLydha Lran2437212ETUpon reach L71 and updating your equipment, you can now power the farm two different collectibles! With these exact mergers and gear you can get extra collectibles as well, 100% of the time! Click Collect
until the node disappears. I don't know if I can do su_tab job. If you need a little reminder about what and how it works, here it is. With a collector's glove on, instead of collecting an item you enter a mini-game, with the aim of increasing the collectability of items. The material can stand at 30 wear (many of your collecting skills interact with
item wear). Other than wearing, you must still respect collection attempts. Once you're satisfied with the pickup capability, click the Collation button until you can't collect anymore. BTN L71+ collecting locked beids! Grinding? You can finally access a bunch of new items to collect. Many of them are useful if you're going to be exfoliating
DoH.BTN L71+ Levequests? I do not recommend Levequests in your regular activities from now on. If you insist on doing them (like, for example, if you're not peeling DoH classes) then I'll list the big L72 leves in the next part. Botanist L72 to 74 has no change in your strategy for two levels. There are several events, comments, and
decisions you need to make listed in the boxes below. But once you get to L74 please proceed to the next block of text. Collectibles (Beans &gt; White Oak Branch)&gt; Levequests (only if you're RUSHING)&gt; Grinding mats you need or sell. While maximizing the daily GC deliveries and weekly custom deliveries (if you choose to use
them on your botanist). BTN L72 LevequestsI doesn't recommend doing this unless you're really in a hurry (they're better spent on DoH and fishing, IMO), or you're over-capped on Leves. But here they are. Same old story here. Get an estimate, avoid the rest. LevelBTN LevequestPlate Type and NoteMap72 PunchArcher8 Node
Assessment Packages (Still Great!) Il Mheg72Seeds for SickHe-manAsaf 40 (Junk)Il Mheg72Home is where the heart is not an old guyCidGet 32 or fail (junk)il MhegBTN L72 to 74 other eventsL73 - new delivery The aspect of convergence as implied, the aspect of your convergence will receive 6 new submissions. Remember this is
shared between your miner, too. Unspoilt collectibles? If you've noticed your new collection, Wheat Upland, it's pretty bad. It's one of those always available collectibles that aren't really worth it. Please note that I would almost never recommend these types of collectibles. Why? Well, the collection attempts are atrouspily so you'll likely only
get 1, maybe 2, MAX collection from one of these, wasting your entire GP for SUBPAR EXP compared to the unscrilly ones. Again, there's nothing special here. It's smooth and fast sailing as collectible spam is exp awesome. Open all botany err L71-74! Personally, I like to pick up every item. It gives exp bonus and prevents future hassle.
Someone might as well do it now! Do this by accessing the picking log. Collect 10 each and sell them! Botanist L74 to 76While Your daily life stays the same, you have some upgrades you need to address, and some of these optional ones to consider. BTN L74 equipment this update is mandatory: but you don't need it until L66. Get it as
soon as possible though. L74+ Botanical Gear Gear UpdatesBTN L74+ Equipment UpdateD ICheap Meld IIHeadHQ Atrociraptorskin Collection CapGuile VAny (Spiritbond)ChestHQ Atrociraptorskin Vest Of CollectingGuile VAny (Spiritbond)HandsHQ Leather Gloves Atrociraptorskin's Collecting Gardone VAny (Spiritbond)White Ash
EarringsHQGillia VEarringHQ White Ash ChainsGrasp IIWhile has many other pieces of equipment available – everything else is optional. What I did: I waited until all these items were deliberate, and then I picked up the upgrades. Produce from them as soon as possible, but don't stress not getting them in L74 exactly. BTN L74
Levequestssss old same sleeps here – I don't recommend them but if you're in a hurry here you go! Remember – avoid evaluation! LevelBTN Levequest Plata Type &amp; Note74 Dream DreamMerchant4 Junction Assessment (Great!!!!) Rak'tika Gastrowood74PestArcher8 Junction Assessment (Still Great!) Rak'tica Genwood74 Retire
from the Boat-Man-House-40 (Junk)Raketica Genwoodwell, that's all. Aside from these minor gear upgrades, it's the same old spam of white oak spam + broad beans up to L76. Botanist L76 to 77Access for a new collection will greatly speed up the process, but you need the equipment upgrades described in L74! BTN L76 New
Collectibles!70+ BTN CollectiblesLMapAetheryteXYSlotTimeSlotTimeFooto76Amh Araengtwine191778ET White Oak Branch70KholusiaWright1229310ET Bean71Il MhegLydha Lran2437212ETIF didn't do the L74 upgrade parts: you won't reliably be able to collect Russet Popoto.BTN Lvequestssame old recommendation here – avoid
cubes unless in a hurry or crowns. Take the valuation mavs, as they are the highest value. LevelBTN Levequest Plate -Type Just evaluating curemerchant4 junction (!!!!) Emma Arang76Huncpirituals-collects 40 (junk)Emma Arang76Collinar conceptsGet-32 or fail (JUNK)Emma Arangasaf from every L76+ botanical junction again! As
always, it's pretty good advice (and gives you a little EXP) to open and collect from each node, getting the EXP pick-up log. Open the pick-up log and go pig! BTN L76 opens quite a few of them! Botanist L77-80That's in the final stretch to level 80 botanist! Fortunately, there's no real change about how you should go about it. Collect the
&gt; Russet Popoto &gt; Broad Beans &gt; White Oak BranchLevequests if you're in a hurry for GCDaily submissions and other unnecessary EXP sources. Grinding! BTN L77 optional gear upgrades This upgrade is completely optional! L77+ Optional Botanical Equipment UPDATESlotBTN L77+ Update EquipmentThe ICheap Meld IIMain
HandHQ Titanbronze HatchetAny (Spiritbond) feature the HandHQ Titanbronze SthecyAny (Spiritbond)These are only useful when you want to grind or collect materials yourself, but have almost nothing to do with collectible agriculture. Personally, since I collect for my Ministry of Labor classes (since I rate them all at the same time) I
have chosen to pick these up/turn them over. Apart from the above, the shirt is also quite strong. B.T.N.78 to Becerca. Use it only if you're in a hurry or capped at 100 ml. Avoid evaluation. LevelBTN LevequestPlat - Note78 MapBusiness LargeMarachant4 Node Assessment (Great!!!!) Lakeland78Tob BusinessArcher8 Junction
Assessment (Still Great!) Lakeland78That's sweetest things Echo-Look-LookGett 32 or Fail (Junk)LakelandBotanist Level 80 – What to Do!? Well, that's it to accompany your botanist in the Shadowbringers patch cycle. Discussion at the end of the game here doesn't seem right so I can just revive the good old dol game guide, let's see!
BTN Exfoliation Navigation Guide: [01-15] | [16-35] | [36-50] | [50-60] | [60-70] | [70-80] Join IRL Cross-World Linkshells (socials lol): Contact us about everything and everything. Don't be shy! Love our guides and want to let us know? Do you have any questions or corrections? Suggestions for improvement? Talk to us! How, you say?
Note below if it's on this guide. Send us a message about each of our social networks over on everything.  We're organizing our mailing status if you're into it. Pages: Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, Page 4, Page 5, Page 6, Page 7, Page 8 8
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